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LIKE A DREAM 
DISCOVER A FREEDOM 
THAT INSPIRES



Even as kids, Lisa and David loved the freedom 

offered by camping holidays. No wonder that they 

have passed this form of travelling onto their c
hildren. 

The four of them are travelling in their SÜDWIND.
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Julia and Felix love discovering new things 

and enjoying their fre
edom. The two of them 

can take a tour of discovery with SPORT, 

SPORT&FUN, DESEO and TRAVELINO.
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YOUR FREEDOM 
IS OUR 
PHILOSOPHY

CARAVAN LEGENDS

 Places to sleep

 Places to seat

 Single beds

 Transversal bed

 French bed

 Child’s bed

 Lifting bed

 Guest bed

SERIES ABBREVIATIONS CARAVAN*

All details can include some special equipment, 
which can only be delivered as options. *  Triple-division / Up to three letters (front-middle-rear)

BED 
Q Transversal bed front/rear 
F French bed 
E Single bed

SEATING GROUP
L L-shaped seating group
U U-shaped seating group
D Dinette 
S Salon seating group

VARIANTS 
K Children’s room 
B Bathroom
A Wide kitchen
V Glass cabinet / Media furniture

With indispensable passion, we have been realising unforgettable 

vacation moments at KNAUS since 1960. With all of our experience 

and the courage to forge new paths, we combine the familiar 

with the new. In production, we rely on quality made in Lower 

Bavaria. In the development of new vehicles, we use the most 

modern construction and engineering technologies available. This 

combination of tried-and-tested principles and innovative ideas 

makes us one of the most successful brands in the industry. And to 

the #Number 1 brand of our customers.



DESEO 400 TR

52-4
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starting at page 36

OUR ALL-ROUNDER

DESEO
NEW

Permissible total weight 1,500 – 1,800 KG

Usable length 402 cm

Width (exterior/interior) 230 / 216 cm

Total length  599 cm

Height (exterior/interior) 258 / 196 cm

Do you know how much fits inside?
 

Julia and Felix show you during th
eir 

tour through t
he hairpin turn

s.

DESEO LAYOUT

Layouts pictured in this catalogue: DESEO 400 TR



SPORT&FUN 480 QL

4 4

Usable length  480 cm

Width (exterior/interior) 232 / 216 cm

Height (exterior/interior) 257 / 196 cm

Total length  625 cm

Storage space rear garage 160 X 216 cm

starting at page 52

OUR FUN MACHINE

SPORT&FUN

Tag along with Julia and 

Felix as they su
rfing along 

the Spanish co
ast.  

SPORT&FUN LAYOUT

Layouts pictured in this catalogue: 480 QL

Permissible total weight 1,300 - 1,700 kg



TRAVELINO 400 QL

4 4

Permissible total weight  750 - 900 kg

Usable length  402 cm

Width (exterior/interior) 215 / 204 cm

Total length  519 cm

Height (exterior/interior) 258 / 196 cm

starting at page 66

OUR INNOVATION LEADERS

TRAVELINO

In Italy, Julia 
and Felix 

experience the 
easiness 

of caravanning.

TRAVELINO LAYOUT

Layouts pictured in this catalogue: 400 QL
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OUR MULTI-TALENT

SPORT
Enormous diversity of layouts and a unique price-performance ratio. Discover what additional surprises our multi-talent has in store and what Lisa and David explore on the 

trip into the Bavarian forest.

Usable length (min/max) 400 / 746 cm

Width (exterior/interior) 232 - 250 / 216 - 234 cm

Height (exterior/interior) 257 / 196 cm

Total length (min/max) 596 / 944 cm

starting at page 80

Layouts pictured in this catalogue: 420 QD, 500 EU, 500 FDK, 500 UF, 540 UE & 650 UDF

Permissible total weight  1,100 – 2,000 kg



SPORT 400 QD

SPORT 460 EU

SPORT 500 QDK

SPORT 580 QS

SPORT 750 FKU

SPORT 500 FU

SPORT 400 LK

SPORT 450 FU

SPORT 500 KD

SPORT 550 FSK

SPORT 700 UFK

SPORT 500 FDK

SPORT 420 QD

SPORT 500 EU

SPORT 540 UE

SPORT 650 UDF

SPORT 500 UF

SPORT LAYOUTS
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Our two new models with 
huge panorama windows!

NEW

NEW
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OUR CARAVAN ICON

SÜDWIND

Layouts pictured in this catalogue: 460 EU, 500 FU, 500 FDK, & 500 FSK

One of the first caravan models and 

up until now a true success story. 

The SÜDWIND takes Lisa, David, 

and their kids to Denmark. Can you 

guess what kinds of great things they
 

experienced there?

starting at page 94

Usable length (min/max) 444 / 746 cm

Height (exterior/interior) 257 / 196 cm

Permissible total weight  1,300 – 2,000 kg

Width (exterior/interior) 232 - 250 / 216 - 234 cm

Total length (min/max) 640 / 944 cm



SÜDWIND 420 QD SÜDWIND 460 EUSÜDWIND 450 FU

SÜDWIND 500 EU SÜDWIND 500 FUSÜDWIND 500 FDK

SÜDWIND 580 EUSÜDWIND 500 FVU SÜDWIND 500 FSK

SÜDWIND 580 FSK SÜDWIND 590 FUSSÜDWIND 580 QS

SÜDWIND 700 EU SÜDWIND 750 UFK
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SÜDWIND LAYOUTS



1960
1970

1973

1985

1962

1961

1962 
2015

From a small motorhome plant in Lower Franconia to one of the most 

significant industry brands: With introduction of the legendary Swallow’s Nest 

(Schwalbennest) in 1961, company founder Helmut Knaus set new industry 

standards. From that point on, the pair of swallows in the company’s logo has 

become inseparable from the most beautiful way to spend a vacation.

HOW WE BECAME 
WHO WE ARE



1970

1985

2016

2015

2013
201

1

2016

2017
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1960 Helmut Knaus founds KNAUS in the 
Franconian town of Marktbreit. 

1961 The KNAUS Schwalbennest is introduced 
to the market – it is compact, comfortable and 
lightweight.

1962 An icon is born. KNAUS SÜDWIND celebrates 
its premiere.

1970 A new age begins: Our new main plant is 
built in Jandelsbrunn.

1973 Helmut Knaus receives the Federal Cross of 
Merit for his courage and pioneering spirit.

1985 The company grows quickly. That can also be 
seen in the new logo.

2011 On the anniversary date, the Schwalbennest 
makes a comeback – in a limited edition of 150 
units.

2013 Optimistic spirit at KNAUS: With our 
Caravisio concept, a new era is launched.

2015 We begin with the revolutionary TRAVELINO 

design concept om the topic of lightweight 
construction. 

2016 From now on, MISSION TEC defines our work 
and our vehicle concepts.

2016 Lightweight construction alone is not 
enough for us: We want a revolution. TRAVELINO 
2.0 goes into production.

2017 The brand-new DESEO follows the 
TRAVELINO with the state-of-the-art FibreFrame 
technology.

NEW



FROM THE IDEA 
TO A KNAUS
In order to turn a really good idea into a great vehicle, 

several steps are necessary. We process each and every 

one of these steps with the goal, of designing vehicles with 

which you can spend the most beautiful time of your life.

2. KEY FEATURES

Vacation, sport, transport or 
everything in one? We define 
what the vehicle must be able 
to do for its intended purpose.

3. EXTERIOR & INTERIOR

We clarify what versions are offered. What 
is particularly exciting: What the caravan 
looks like at the end of the process. Because 
the design is the key to success. 

1. IDEAS & SKETCHES

Where is the journey going?  
A compact caravan or something 
larger, more luxurious?
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Do you want to experience l
ive and on site 

how caravans are built?
 Learn more at 

www.knaus.com/factory-tour

5. PROTOTYPE

The idea is beginning to take 
on recognisable shape. The first 
prototype is created.

6. SERIES PRODUCTION

Passed all tests. Now we can get going. Soon 
the new caravans will be on the road.

7. CUSTOMER DELIVERY

Our new model has arrived at its 
destination – prepared for many 
years of dream vacations.

4. PREPARATIONS IN THE PLANT

For a new model, we always have to crea-
te the most suitable conditions. Therefo-
re, we invest in our manufacturing plants. 
And especially in our employees. Our 
main plant and R&D centre is located in 
the lower Bavarian town of Jandelsbrunn. 
In Mottgers (located in the State of Hesse) 
and in the Hungarian city of Nagyoroszi, 
we have built two ultra-modern manu-
facturing sites. We employee over 2,000 
people in the Group, many of whom have 
been with us for over 30 years. We provide 
our employees with optimal working con-
ditions, so that they can receive ongoing 
training and be compensated fairly.



THE MISSION is more than just the journey to a new model series. THE MISSION 

is the order, the hurdles, the courage and the goal to revolutionise the future of 

the leisure vehicle industry. The TRAVELINO was the first step. The TRAVELINO 

showed us what is possible in terms of lightweight construction, flexibility and 

sustainability. With the brand-new DESEO, we are continuing down this path 

with the ultimate goal of revolutionizing all of our models and can proudly 

declare: MISSION accomplished.

OUR MISSION:  
A REVOLUTION

Behind every signif
icant change, we 

see strong persona
lities that have a 

clear vision in fro
nt of them.



on to new tasks

THE VISION

What must the caravan of the future be 
able to do? Only one thing is certain: 
We are going new directions.

THE DIRECTION

Consistent lightweight construction for 
a four-person caravan for a permissible 
total weight of 750 kg.

THE CONCEPT

We presented the TRAVELINO to a 
thrilled audience at the CARAVAN 
SALON 2014 in Düsseldorf.

THE TRAVELINO 1.0

The series production is completed; the market launch 
is just around the corner – then the relaunch. We aren’t yet 
satisfied with our innovation, we want a revolution.

THE REVOLUTION

The TRAVELINO 2.0 is born. Using revolutionary 
bodywork technology and cutting-edge 
materials, we enter series production.

THE IMPLEMENTATION

With the DESEO, the second chapter 
of the THE MISSION enters series 
production. And it’s guaranteed not to 
be the last.

KNAUS THE MISSION   16 | 17



POWERAXLE

REVOLUTIONCUBE & COLDMELT

Revolutionary technology in 
detail: MissionTec

With the TRAVELINO, we have taken a big step toward the future.  

But that is just the beginning! Our innovative technologies should be 

developed further and included as a standard in more and more vehicles.  

However, what is so special about our new vehicles?

 *  The connection technology is based on the patented WoodWelding® technology developed 
by WoodWelding SA, and is sub-licensed by Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG.

Chassis technology that is light as a 
feather. With 35% less weight than a 
comparable conventional chassis, our 
PowerAxle takes a significant step towards 
hybrid and e-mobility caravanning.

Ultrasonic speed – even on the inside.  
With the RevolutionCube technology, we 
employ EPP, thereby using an entirely new 
material. Extremely lightweight and durable. 
Moreover, using ultrasonic technology, 
so-called KALTSCHMELZ® dowels are 
permanently connected with the lightweight 
construction carrying material.



FIBREFRAME

ULTRALIGHT

KNAUS MISSIONTEC   18 | 19

Patented frame technology. 
We have developed a self- 
supporting frame with which 
furniture is truly just furniture 
and no longer stabilising 
elements. That opens entirely 
new possibilities and unim-
agined flexibility in the layout 
and room design.

The new lightness. 
The total is more than just a sum of its parts. This applies in particular 
to our lightweight construction caravans. Because only through the 
clever combination of all of our revolutionary technologies and the 
courage to forge new paths were we able to realise our vision of an 
efficient caravan of the future: That is ultra-light!



1

3

4

BEST TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE MOST 
BEAUTIFUL TIME  
OF THE YEAR



2
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1. STRONG, HIGH-STRENGTH GRP ROOF 1

GRP is not just GRP. The strength varies depending on the 
total glass content. For maximal hail protection, we have 
therefore decided to use a high-strength variant with a 
fibreglass share that is three times higher than standard GRP. 

2. DURABLE PRO.TEC FRAME 2

The Pro.TEC Frame is an especially severe aluminium strip 
that connects the side wall, front wall, back wall and the 
roof. It improves the stability of the structure and thereby 
the durability of the entire vehicle. A particular highlight: 
in the Pro.TEC Frame, there is a compartment for sealing 
compound. This can therefore no longer spring up, and a 
clean appearance is created.

3. PREMIUM SIDE WALL IN PLAIN SHEET 2

For an automotive, high-quality and modern appearance, 
we use model-dependent side panels in an especially 
easy to clean aluminium plain sheet, instead of using the 
traditional hammer blow variant. 

4. SAFE ALKO-CHASSIS 1

The chassis of our caravan is always galvanised and 
therefore never a problem in the wintertime, either. Due to 
semi-trailing arm axles and oil-pressure shock absorbers, 
you will have enjoy a comfortable ride.

1 Across all series
2 Depending on the model
3 Optional



5

6

1

Optimally equipped and relaxed 
during your vacation

So that your vacation remains unforgettable from the very 

first moment until the final second, our caravans have 

elements that increase both the driving as well as the living 

comfort. For this reason, we place as much value on an AKS 

stabiliser as on excellent mattresses.



2

3

4
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1. AIR CHAMBER SHOWER CURTAIN 1

Everyone knows: the wet shower curtain in a caravan is 
a magnet for the human body. Our vehicles are equipped 
with an integrated air chamber that provides the shower 
curtain with its form and thereby keeps it from your body.

2. EXCELLENT EVOPORE MATTRESSES 1 
 

30% lighter and a 40% lower hardness reduction as 
comparable cold foam mattresses. Even with one-sided 
use, there is no dent. The five-zone EvoPore mattresses do 
not only pamper you with excellent sleeping comfort, but 
also convince through the extraordinary durability.

3. PREMIUM GAS BOTTLE LOCKER 2 
 

A large access is created due to extensive parallel lifting 
technology. The gas pressure spring ensures that the hood 
opens softly and automatically. Through the optional 
aluminium floor, the gas bottle holder is even more robust 
for 2x 11 kg gas bottles.

4. AKS STABILISERS 1

For a safe journey, the series AKS stabiliser eliminates 
swerving motions and thereby the dangerous sway of  
the vehicle.

5. METAL LOCK  CABIN DOOR 1 

 
In order to get a good’s night sleep, good mattresses are 
not enough – feeling safe is also important. The massive 
metal lock on the cabin door helps ensure this.

6. HIGH-QUALITY FILMS 1

Timeless design means nothing if the vehicle appears 
outdated within just a few years. Therefore, we only use 
high-quality films manufactured by renowned suppliers, 
such as 3M, Avery and Oracal.

1 Across all series
2 Depending on the model
3 Optional



1

2

We don’t build castles in the sky, instead we build 
furniture that creates a pleasant atmosphere

In our caravans, the expectations made of the furniture  are 

very high.. The expectations are not just met by providing 

attractive designs and a huge amount of storage space. 

Durability, durable construction and technology that inspires 

for as long as you own it – those are our standards.

ELABORATE INTERGRAL 
FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION 2

Air circulation is one of the main 
requirements for ensuring a pleasant and 
healthy atmosphere. 

Ceiling-mounted cabinets: 
They are designed durably and with a gap to 
the walls. The result: the air can circulated 
without restrictions behind the cabinets. 
Condensation is thereby avoided in the 
cabinets and your clothing and goods always 
stay dry and fresh.

Kitchenette: 
All furniture must be ventilated in such a 
manner that it can optimally perform its 
function. The open rear ventilation slats 
ensure perfect circulation of the heating air 
and thereby create a pleasant warmth within 
the vehicle.



4

3
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1.  STABILE SOFT-CLOSE 
FULL-EXTENSION SLIDES 2

Due to the full-extension slide, the drawers slide out so  
far that they can be filled or emptied easily right to the 
very back of the drawer. They are precisely guided and 
close gently – for the entire lifetime of the vehicle, and 
probably beyond.

2. SCRATCH-RESISTANT HPL/CPL SURFACES 1

High pressure laminates and continuous pressure 
laminates are laminates that are specifically used for heavy 
loads such as in kitchens. The multi-layer construction is 
produced under extremely high pressure, and then sealed 
with an exceptionally robust surface layer. This makes our 
work areas and table tops (always HPL) and furniture fronts 
(CPL, depending on model) particularly scratch-resistant. 

3. ELABORATE AMBIENT LIGHTING 3

Everywhere where indirect light increases the well-being, 
we install pleasant lighting concepts. Even the practical 
use does not take a back seat. For example, when open the 
ambient light strip underneath the kitchen countertop also 
illuminates the drawers. This way, you’ll find the corkscrew 
in no time at all. 

4. SOLID DOWELLING TECHNOLOGY 1

We join our furniture using elaborate dowelling as a 
standard. This means we achieve great precision in fitting, 
as well as a considerably more stable furniture construction 
so that your furniture will still serve you well even after 
many years.

1 Across all series
2 Depending on the model
3 Optional
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SPORT 500 EU

SÜDWIND 460 EU

1.  Generously sized beds. Depending on the layout, the individual beds are 

between 185 cm and 196 cm long and about 90 cm wide.

2.  Expandable into a double bed. The retractable bed frame creates a 

foundation for the perfectly fitted upholstery. In no time at all, the single 

beds are turned into a comfortable bed measuring over 200 cm wide.

3.  Lots of storage space. Underneath the beds, you’ll find additional 

storage space for everything that makes you vacation nicer.

DISCOVER
OUR BED 
VARIANTS
Travelling means discovering and relaxing. So that you can begin every 

eventful day of your trip in a fully relaxed way, you’ll have various bed 

variants to choose from: from extending single beds to spaciously 

designed king-sized relaxation area. How would you like to sleep?



3
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up to 198 cm long

up to 86 cm wide

EXCELLENT EvoPore 

Mattresses for a rela
xing 

sleep

SINGLE BEDS



1

2

SPORT 500 FDK

SÜDWIND 500 FDK

1.  Lots of room to sleep. The French 

beds are about 150 cm wide at the 

top. Even at their smallest width, they 

maintain 130 cm.

2.  Optional comfort resilience system.  

The optimal support for the excellent 

EvoPore mattresses and the basis for a 

relaxing sleep. 

The French bed: Space-saving during the 
day; wonderful at night.

The French bed is a true space-saving miracle. In combination 

with the adjoining bathroom, it uses the space in such an 

optimal way, that the sense of space within the entire vehicle is 

always a bit greater than the length of the vehicle lets on. 
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It doesn’t matter what bed 

variant you choose
: the EvoPore 

mattresses are guarantees for a 

good night ’s rest.

up to 155 cm wide

FRENCH BED

up to 207 cm long



2
1

SPORT 420 QD

1.  Ideal for those who want to sleep in.  

Depending on the layout, the transversal beds 

are up to 207 cm long and, for lots of space to 

stretch out, 150 cm wide.

2.  Perfect use of space. The transversal bed is 

similar to the French bed – it’s space-saving 

qualities ensure that you don’t waste space. 

That means your living room area will benefit.

TRANSVERSAL BED

Transversal, children’s and guest beds: The perfect 
place to sleep for everyone a dream vacation

Would you like to experience a true space miracle? Are you 

travelling with children or grandchildren? Or would you prefer 

additional places to sleep to accommodate spontaneous guests? 

If so, our transversal, children’s and guest beds are a perfect fit.

up to 207 cm long

up to 134 cm wide



SÜDWIND 500 FSK

SPORT 500 FDK

For the kids. Depending on the model, 

the bunk beds with fall-out protection can 

be optionally expanded with a third bed. 

Depending on the variant, the lower bed 

can be folded up – this creates additional 

storage space.

For the guests. Or even for use as 

additional children’s beds, the seating 

groups (optional in part) can be turned 

into comfortable beds.

CHILDREN’S BEDS

GUEST BED

KNAUS BED VARIANTS   30 | 31

up to 228 cm long

up to 76 cm wide

up to 216 cm long

up to 149 cm wide



Innovative and practical. With the pull-

out shower tray, the bathroom in the SPORT 

& FUN is a true space miracle, which leaves 

lots of room for living and transporting.

Layouts: SPORT & FUN 480 QL

Innovative and practical. Lots of room, 

even to house a low-maintenance and 

comfortable bench toilet, practical shower, 

additional shelf space due to one-piece 

washbasin, and numerous practical details 

such as a laundry compartment.

Layouts: DESEO 400 TR

BATHROOM VARIANT 2

BATHROOM VARIANT 1

BATHROOM VARIANT3

DISCOVER
OUR BATHROOM 
VARIANTS
The KNAUS bathroom variants are stylish, thought-through and 

spacious. In the design, we place great significance on a user-

friendly design, as much storage space as possible and creating a 

pleasant atmosphere.

Universal and well thought-through.  

Very practical, due to the large washbasin. In the 

SPORT, with a swivel washbasin; in SÜDWIND with 

a bench toilet.

Layouts: SPORT 400 LK, 420 QD, 460 EU,  

500 EU (UE), 500 QDK, 700 UFK, SÜDWIND 420 QD, 

460 EU, 500 EU, 580 EU, 700 EU*

*with separate shower cabin



Compact and comfortable. Thanks to 

the swivel toilet and the space-saving, 

fitted washbasin, in our compact caravan 

you’ll also find a fully equipped bathroom.

Layouts: SPORT 400 QD

Clever and spacious. Standard for the layouts 

with French beds. In the SPORT with swivel 

toilet, in the SÜDWIND the premium bench 

toilet is installed.

Layouts: SPORT 450 FU, 500 FDK, 500 FU (UF), 

550 FSK, 650 UDF, 750 FKU, SÜDWIND 450 FU, 

SÜDWIND 500 FVU, 580 FSK, 590 FUS

Ingenious and huge. Those who select the 

transversal bed and children’s bed, receive the 

nominally large bathroom that offers lots of 

room, even a separate shower.

Layouts: SPORT 500 KD, 580 QS,  

SÜDWIND 580 QS

Comfortable and intelligent. A true 

flagship deserves a special bathroom. 

Thanks to two room dividers, this variant 

uses the passage and is there especially 

variable and spacious.

Layouts: SÜDWIND 750 UFK

Variable and ground-breaking. Intelligent 

use of space is one of future trends. With the 

foldable wall, you can either enlarge the size of 

the bathroom or the living room. As you please.

Layouts: TRAVELINO 400 QL

BATHROOM VARIANT 4

BATHROOM VARIANT 5

BATHROOM VARIANT 6

BATHROOM VARIANT 7

BATHROOM VARIANT 8

KNAUS BATHROOM VARIANTS   32 | 33



#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

is the second chapter 

of the THE MISSION 

and part of the 

revolution.

unites living and 

transporting like 

no other.

leads the way into 

the future with its 

revolutionary 

FibreFrame.



The central service module in the gas locker with 

supply connections and opening
 for the emptying of 

the cassette toilet for maximal operating comfort.

Progressive design language thr
ough 

innovative construction. This is 

how bright the future is. 



DESEO 400 TR NEW

The entire world in one layout.  
As well as the DESEO is 
constructed, Julia and Felix are able 
to load everything on board that 
will make their vacation perfect.

Up to 4 places 

to sleep

Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

My Tip

“With its large hatch door, the DESEO is predestined 

for an expansion of the living room. “Just in time for 

the marketing introduction of the brand-new DESEO, our 

partner WIGO tents has developed a specially designed 

rear tent that can be combined with an awning.”



258 cm

230 cm

599 cm

DESEO HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS   36 | 37

DESEO OVERVIEW

 

Layouts: 1

Total permissible weight: 1,500 – 1,800 kg

More information at  

www.knaus.com/deseo 

52-4

The automotive tailgate does not just make 

the operation simple; it also connects the 

living room with the great outdoors.



The logo projection is
 

a real eye-catcher



DESEO 400 TR

DESEO HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS   38 | 39

Unique night-
time signature 
for an impressive 
presentation



Big door for a fresh breeze. On the go all day, 
but still haven’t seen enough. Thanks to the huge 
tailgate, Julia und Felix can say “cheers” inside 
while still feeling as if they are sitting outside.



DESEO 400 TR

DESEO RESIDING & LIVING   40 | 41
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DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR

1.    Retractable LED-TV. So that it is not 

damaged during transport and only uses a 

small amount of space, the 24-inch Full HD 

TV disappears elegantly in the side panel. 

2.  Spacious wardrobe. Lots of room for 

storing several weeks’ worth of clothing. 

3.  Additional storage space. Even the space 

underneath the seating area is perfectly 

used in the DESEO.

Unobstructed 

view }



DESEO 400 TR
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW

400 TR Seat bench with stools

Blinds give the interior 
a modern, technical appearance.  



DESEO 400 TR

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

400 TR Galley kitchen



1

2

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO COOKING & ENJOYING   44 | 45

Cooking for two. 
The 2-flame cooker is 
optimally suited for this, 
since it is aligned in such 
a ways that it optimally 
uses the space and offers 
sufficient space for the 
preparation of your 
favourite meals. For Julia 
and Felix, that’s standard 
and simple: good pasta.

1.  Practical organisation box. In the 

kitchen, there are many little helpers. 

Thanks to the organisation box, there 

is set place for everything.

2.  Modern blinds. This is where 

function and design are perfectly 

combined. The blinds perfectly 

match the modern room concept and 

offer a high degree of darkening.

Due to the large 
tailgate, you are 

practically lying outside.



140 cm

200 cm

BED OVERVIEW

400 TR     4  

More information regarding our beds 
can be found on pages 28-33.  Lifting bed  Guest bed

Due to the large tailgate, you 
are practically lying outside.



2

1

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR
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The sweetest dream has already 
become reality. Those of us who, like 
Julia and Felix, enjoy sleeping with a 
view as well as resting comfortably will 
love the lifting bed in the vehicle rear. 
It can very easily be lowered and, when 
the tailgate is open, it offers the best 
view vantage point for counting stars.

1.  Revolutionary construction. The rail for the lifting bed is 

directly integrated into the B-Pillar of the FibreFrame.  

2.  Practical details. So that there is pleasant lighting in the 

lifting bed, we’ve installed additional LED spots.



1 2 DESEO 400 TRDESEO 400 TR

Biker style,  
which you’ve never  
seen before.  
The compartments in 
the bathroom are so 
spacious that Felix can 
easily store everything 
here and be up and on is 
way in no time at all.

1.  Innovative shower curtain. An integrated air 

chamber turns the curtain into a shower cabin 

and thereby keep it from touching your body.

 2.  Spacious laundry compartment. Another 

practical detail that ensures that everything is 

optimally organised in the DESEO.



DESEO 400 TR
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Comfortable an
d easy-to-

clean 

bench toile
t

Bathroom variant 1

BATH OVERVIEW

More information regarding 
our bathrooms can be found  
on pages 34-35.

Lots of storage space thanks 
to the extended washbasin 



3

2

1

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR

DESEO 400 TR

140 X 200 cm

1.  Stable motorcycle holder. Motorcycles 

must be particularly well secured during 

transport. Therefore, DESEO offers 

stable motorcycle holders.

2.  Retractable double bed. Pull out the 

lower part of the seat bench and lower 

the backrest. It doesn't get any easier 

than this. 

3.  Integrated loading ramps. For easy 

loading, the DESEO always as two stable, 

retractable access ramp on board.



DESEO 400 TR
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STORAGE SPACE OVERVIEW

400 TR  

The 170 X 186 cm-wide tailgate and 

the stable access ramp make loading 

the vehicle especially ea
sy

Pneumatic springs make opening 

and closing child’s play Pneumatic springs make opening 

and closing child’s play



#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

is simply a true 

legend  among the 

caravans.

can easily transport 

any type of sports 

equipment. 

Perfectly combine 

value of living and 

value of use.



The forms made of sturdy A
BS-PMMA 

plastic ensure a 
striking design a

nd even 

after many years, they l
ook as good as n

ew.

Perfect combination of 
materials and maximal 
stability thanks to Pro.
TEC frame. (additional 

details om Page 23)



SPORT&FUN 480 QL

Built to deliver: SPORT&FUN. 
Precisely the right caravan for 
enjoying a surfing vacation along 
the Spanish coast. Thanks to 
a huge front garage, all of the 
equipment can be taken along. 

“You want to have more space during your vacation?  

Then the WIGO awning is perfect for you – it has been 

customised to perfectly fit the SPORT&FUN. Easy to 

assemble using piping entry and removable side panel are 

only a few of the advantages.  

Learn more at : www.wigo-zelte.de 

Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

My Tip



257 cm

232 cm 625 cm
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SPORT&FUN OVERVIEW

 

Layouts: 1

Total permissible weight: 1,300 – 1,700 kg

Storage space rear garage: ca. 160 X 216 cm

More information at 

www.knaus.com/sportandfun 

4 4

Why the high-strength G
RP 

roof is especially stable,
 is 

noted on Page 23.

Use the sturdy and secure 
ladder to access the roof. 



Wave rider & World traveller. While 
Julia is testing the mood of the Atlantic 
Ocean, Felix immerses himself into the 
depth of his guidebook.



SPORT&FUN 480 QL
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SPORT&FUN 480 QL

SPORT&FUN 480 QL

SPORT&FUN 480 QL

Who needs 
wine glasses?

1.  High quality 3-flame cooker. Make an 

espresso, cook noodles and prepare sauces 

– thanks to the sturdy cast-iron grate, it’s 

not shaky issue.

2.  Room-high 145-litre refrigerator. So 

that you can store everything easily, and 

not have to bend down.

3.  Spacious medicine cabinet pull-out. 

Optimal room use for maximal storage 

space and more fun while cooking. 

Those who select the 

medicine cabinet w
ill 

receive additional storage 
compartments



SPORT&FUN 480 QL

They keep their promise: the 

doors can be opene
d wide and 

are particularly sturdy

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

480 QL Galley kitchen

SPORT&FUN COOKING & ENJOYING    58 | 59

Scratch
-resista

nt HPL 

counter
top and

 CPL furni
ture 

fronts l
ook as 

good as
 new, even 

after n
umerous c

ooking 
events



199 cm
143 cm

BED OVERVIEW

480 QL     4  

More information regarding our beds 
can be found on Pages 28-33.  Transversal bed  Guest bed

Storage 
compartment 

in abund
ance, so 

that 

everythin
g fits pe

rfectly



2

1SPORT&FUN 480 QL

SPORT&FUN 480 QL

SPORT&FUN 480 QL

125 cm
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Find out why EvoPore

cold-foam mattresses are so 

special starting at 
page 23

Fold down the seats and fall 
into a deep sleep. If it was up to 
Julia, this kind of bed can’t be big 
enough. Felix is looking forward to 
the practical fold-down function, 
through which no centimetre of 
storage space is lost.

1.  Foldable bed. With the pneumatic springs, the folding up is child’s 

play. The loading process can begin.

2.  Height-adjustable bed. As an alternative to the foldable variant, in 

the SPORT&FUN version you can also select a height-adjustable bed 

with elaborate adjusting mechanisms. In this way, the bed can also 

be used if the transport capacity of the rear garage is maxed out.



1 2 SPORT&FUN 480 QLSPORT&FUN 480 QL

1.  Pull-out shower. The bathroom can be 

easily expanded through the addition of a 

bathtub that can hold loads of up to 120 kg. 

A fresh air hose is integrated in the shower 

curtain. It basically turns the shower curtain 

into a shower cabin and prevents the 

curtain from clinging to the body. 

2.  Excellent use of space. Lots of room for a 

relaxing vacation experience. Every corner 

and every angle is optimally used.

Sunbathing to go. 
After spending a day 
in the Spanish sun, 
Julia finds a welcome 
refreshment. And the 
practical cabinets are  
a true joy. 



SPORT&FUN 480 QL
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Bathroom variant 2

BATH OVERVIEW

More information regarding 
our bathrooms can be found  
on pages 34-35.

Large shower in the compact 

caravan: The optional retra
ctable 

shower tray makes it possible



2

1 SPORT&FUN 480 QL

SPORT&FUN 480 QL
1.  Huge garage at front. Fold the 

bed up or use the optional height-

adjustment and then various sports 

and leisure-time equipment will 

have sufficient room for storage.

2.  Embedded lashing rings. So that 

you can optimally secure your 

cargo and no tripping hazard is 

created, in case you don’t have any 

things to transport.



SPORT&FUN 480 QL

STORAGE SPACE  OVERVIEW

480 QL  

You can even transport your 
kayaks and 

surfboards safely yourself; the
 accessible roof 

with railing can definitely carr
y a heavy load.

Access ramp and lashing capabilities for 

simple loading and a safe journey
.

Comfortably load: the rear 
door has a width of 92 cm.

SPORT&FUN VARIABILITY   64 | 65



rings in a  new 

vehicle era.

is a full-fledged four-

person caravan with only  

750 kg permissible 

total weight.

introduces a 

completely  new 

design language.

#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...



Revolutionary FibreFrame technology for 

maximum safety at minimal weight

Experience a new dimension 
of driving dynamics and 
weight reduction through the 

ultralight chassis construction
.

Dynamic appearance thanks to 

LED tail lights with sweeping 

turn signal indicator



TRAVELINO 400 QL

Travel uphill with ease. Tight 
switchbacks, steep inclines and 
thin high-altitude air. Thanks to 
the revolutionary lightweight 
construction, not a problem for this 
trailer. It works so well, that even 
Felix is jumping for joy.

Four person
s in 

a 400-setup

Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

My Tip

“This is how easy it is to get even more out of the 

TRAVELINO. In particular, the custom-fit awning made 

by WIGO can be easily installed.”  

Learn more at: www.knaus.com/travelino 



519 cm

258 cm

215 cm
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TRAVELINO OVERVIEW

 

Layouts: 1

Total permissible weight: 750 - 900 kg

More information at www.knaus.com/travelino 

4 4

High-strength GRP room and frame 

parts with durable roof layer for 

maximum resistance to hail.



Impressive change of perspective. 
As comfortable as the seat bench is, 
when Felix begins his camera tour Julia is 
happy to put aside her sketching block.



TRAVELINO 400 QL
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2

TRAVELINO 400 QL

TRAVELINO 400 QL

Your favouri
te music makes 

you tap you
r feet }

1.  RevolutionCube furniture construction. 

Completely new furniture forms and shapes 

with low weights but tried-and-tested stability.

2.  Charging station. This is where you can 

easily charge your tablets and laptops easily 

with your USB cable. One special feature: 

Smartphones can be wirelessly charged 

through induction. In addition, through the 

direct integration into the furniture carcase 

behind the seat bench, the socket is not 

noticeable and offers a secure storage spot.



TRAVELINO 400 QL
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW

400 QL  L-Bench

The table can easily be 

lowered and provides room
 

for an additional bed.

Brilliant cube lights
: the 

ambient lighting in t
he 

TRAVELINO consists of the 

LED light bands integr
ated 

into the furniture 
carcase.



TRAVELINO 400 QL

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

400 QL Compact kitchen

Completely new possibilities in the room design: due to FibreFrame technologies, the furniture no longer has to be simultaneously connected to the floor/ceiling.

LED illumination integrated 

into the FibreFrame provides a 
futuristic ambience.



1TRAVELINO 400 QL TRAVELINO 400 QL 2

3TRAVELINO 400 QL
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Good to dish up. 
In the compact kitchen 
with modern furniture, 
Julia makes a perfect 
soup. And that gives Felix 
two reasons to be happy.

1.  Fully equipped kitchen. Lots of 

storage space and an extending 

countertop, so that you can organise 

your workspace optimally.

2.  Spacious 80-litre refrigerator. Even 

in an ultralight caravan, a refrigerator 

for your supplies must be on board.

3.  Unique materials. Thanks to 

the carcase made of expandable 

polypropylene, an entire wall unit only 

weighs a few kilos but still stores your 

kitchen utensils without a problem.



149 cm

125 cm

BED OVERVIEW

400 QL     4  

More information regarding our beds 
can be found on Pages 28-33.  Transversal bed  Guest bed



2

1TRAVELINO 400 QL

199 cm
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TRANSVERSAL BED TRAVELINO 400 QL

GUEST BED TRAVELINO 400 QL

Find out what makes 

the EvoPore cold-foam 

mattresses are speci
al,  

on page 23

From a bench to a bed with ease. 
Julia gets wide-eyed when Felix 
quickly converts the seat bench into 
a bed. There would even be room 
for visitors on the guest bed.

1.  Stylish roof liner trim. The edging of the skylight in dark 

material brings dynamics into the interior design. 

2.  Variable places to sleep. Instead of the series transversal 

bed in the front, TRAVELINO also optionally provides 

two seating group in the rear and front. With only a few 

moves, both can be transformed into a double bed so 

that four places to sleep are created.



1 2TRAVELINO 400 QL TRAVELINO 400 QL

Space redefined. 
What looks like a 
wardrobe door, is in 
reality the bathroom. If 
required, space-saving 
and easy to use.

1.  Intelligent room arrangement.  

For more range of motion and a 

better spatial feeling, you can cut the 

size of the bathroom in half. As long 

as nobody is using it, of course. 

2.  Efficient use of space. Thanks to 

the spacious mirror cabinet, foldable 

washbasin and additional shelves.



TRAVELINO 400 QL

Bathroom variant 8

BATH OVERVIEW

More information regarding 
our bathrooms can be found  
on pages 34-35.
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Foldable washbasin 

for maximal range 

of motion



#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

offers comfortable 

places to sleep for up 

to 7 people.

offers a great  

price-performance 

ratio.

is equipped with 

the largest range 

of layouts



Huge panorama roof for the most 

beautiful vacation perspective
s

Gas bottle locker
 for 

easy loading



SPORT 400 LK

SPORT 500 EU

SPORT 550 FSK

SPORT 400 QD

SPORT 420 QD

SPORT 580 QS

SPORT 450 FU SPORT 700 UFK

SPORT 460 EU SPORT 750 FKU

SPORT 650 UDF

SPORT 500 UF

SPORT 540 UE

SPORT 500 FDK

SPORT 500 KD

SPORT 500 QDK

SPORT 500 FU

Our two new layouts with huge 

panorama window!

NEW

NEW



257 cm

232 cm
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As many layouts as types of 
SPORT. For their kayak tour, 
Lisa and David are driving to the 
Bavarian Forrest in their 500 UF, 
and are excited about their huge 
panoramic roof. 

SPORT OVERVIEW

    

Layouts: 17

Total permissible weight: 1,100 - 2,000 kg

Perimeter of the awning: 828 – 1,174 cm

More information at www.knaus.com/sport 

3-7 4-10

Sleep soundly, even when in a 

hailstorm: the high-strength GRP 

roof can take a beating

Modern cat-eye 
tail lights ensure a 
dynamic appearance

from 596 to 944 cm



Wrapped up vacation fun. In the spacious 
lounge as they discuss ideas for their next 
route, Lisa and David can re-energise after 
their unplanned diving trip while kayaking.



SPORT 500 UF
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SPORT 650 UDF SPORT 500 EU

SPORT 500 FDK
1.  Cosy horseshoe seating arrangement.  

When the evening winds down, simply lower 

the table, place the backrest in the middle and 

in no time at all a comfortable bed is created.

2.  Two-part entrance door. With safety lock 

and metal locking, so that you can always get a 

good’s night sleep.

3.  Generously sized dinette. Depending on the 

layout, you’ll find a cosy dinette in your SPORT. 

This can optionally be converted into a bed.

Elaborate ambient lighting for cosy evenings

Ice Cream + Sport = }



SPORT 500 UF
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW

400 LK Dinette & 

 Semi-dinette

400 QD Dinette

420 QD Dinette

450 FU U-shaped seating group

460 EU U-shaped seating group

500 UF U-shaped seating group

500 EU U-shaped seating group

500 FDK Dinette

500 FU U-shaped seating group

500 KD Dinette

500 QDK Dinette

540 UE U-shaped seating group

550 FSK Parlour seating group

580 QS Parlour seating group

650 UDF U-shaped seating group & dinette

700 UFK U-shaped seating group & dinette

750 FKU  U-shaped seating group & dinette

The SkyRoof 
panoramic window 

sheds an incred
ible 

lighting mood into 

the living room



COMPACT KITCHEN SPORT 540 UE

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

400 LK Compact kitchen

400 QD Compact kitchen

420 QD Compact kitchen

450 FU Compact kitchen

460 EU Compact kitchen

500 UF Galley kitchen

500 EU Compact kitchen

500 FDK Compact kitchen

500 FU Galley kitchen

500 KD Galley kitchen

500 QDK Galley kitchen

540 UE Compact kitchen

550 FSK Compact kitchen

580 QS Galley kitchen

650 UDF Galley kitchen

700 UFK Galley kitchen

750 FKU Galley kitchen

The robust HPL working surface is easy to maintain and scratch-resistant: Why is it that way? More information starting 
at page 25

High-quality interior: all furniture 

handles are made of metal



1 2

3

GALLEY KITCHEN  SPORT 420 QD

COMPACT KITCHEN  SPORT 500 FDK

COMPACT KITCHEN  SPORT 500 EU

A kitchen for body and 
soul. Whether freshly 
squeezed orange juice 
for breakfast or delicious 
stir-fried vegetables in 
the evening. We can really 
enjoy ourselves here.

1.  Numerous kitchen variants. Even our 

compact layouts have spacious kitchens. 

The best example is the 420 QD.

2.  Drawers with full-extension slides. 

They slide out so far that you can use 

them right to the very back of the drawer.

3.  Large 3-flame cooker. Lots of room for 

storing several pots or frying pans – and 

thanks to the solid cast-iron grate, they 

are absolutely secure. 

Optimal accessible 

gas stop valve

SPORT COOKING & ENJOYING   88 | 89



198 X 86 cm

198 X 86 cm

SINGLE BEDS  SPORT 540 UE

The adjustable L
ED spots can be 

removed and instal
led in any one 

of the 

vehicle’s lighting
 track systems.

BED OVERVIEW

400 LK     4 

400 QD     3 - 4  
420 QD     3 - 4  
450 FU     4  
460 EU     4  
500 EU     4  
500 UF     4  
500 FDK     4 - 5   
500 FU     4  
500 KD     4   

500 QDK     4 - 5   
540 UE     4  
550 FSK     4 - 5   
580 QS     5 - 6   
650 UDF     5 - 6  
700 UFK     6   
750 FKU     7   

More information about our beds starting  
on Page 26, guest beds on Page 31.

 Single beds  Transversal bed

 Child’s bed French bed

Thanks to the slatted frame on 

castors, the single beds are 
quickly 

transformed into a large double bed.

More details about 
our EvoPore cold foam 

mattresses beginning  
on Page 23



1 2

3

SINGLE BEDS  SPORT 540 UE

CHILD’S BED SPORT 500 FDK TRANSVERSAL BED   SPORT 420 QD

SPORT SLEEPING & DREAMING   90 | 91

FRENCH BED & CONVERTED GUEST BED SPORT 500 FDK
1.  Comfortable children’s beds. In every 

layout with a “K”, you’ll find comfortable 

children’s beds and lots of extra storage 

space in the bed drawer.

2.  Spacious transversal bed. For those 

who select a transversal bed, you’ll 

benefit from the generously designed 

lying area. Perfect for those who dream 

big or toss and turn. 

3.  A guest bed that guests love. In select 

layouts, you can transform the dinette 

into a guest bed.

This way to your rendezvous. 
The adjustable halogen spots are 
especially practical for reading 
at night. This way, Lisa can get 
some sleep while David continues 
reading his exciting book.



1

2

SPORT 500 UF

SPORT 540 UE

Synchronised teeth 
brushing. Not an 
Olympic discipline, but 
it’s still loads of fun. In 
particular, when standing 
in front of the modern 
washbasin cabinet.

1.  Layout with French beds. This variant 

always has a closed toilet room with 

shower (optional) and a washbasin, which is 

accessible from the living room. 

2.  Bathroom variant 500 EU. Find the perfect 

bathroom for your demands. For example, 

here in the 500 EU with larger corner 

washbasin, lots of counter space and a 

practical, swivel toilet.



SPORT 650 UDF
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Quality that can be hear
d: 

Thanks to a magnetic 
latch lock, the door c

loses 

almost noiselessly.
Bathroom variant 4

Bathroom variant 5

Bathroom variant 6

Bathroom variant 3

BATH OVERVIEW

More information regarding 
our bathrooms can be found  
on pages 32 - 33.



#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

is actually one of the 

very first caravan 

models.

offers you an unrivalled 

solid furniture 

construction.

as a SILVER 

SELECTION is almost 

fully equipped.



Perfect combination of 
materials and maximal stability 

thanks to Pro.TEC frame 
(additional details on Page 23).How stable the high-

strength GRP roof really 
is, is noted on Page 21

The quality is also 
noticeable in the stable 
wheel arches made from 
ABS plastic



SÜDWIND 420 QD SÜDWIND 500 FU SÜDWIND 580 QS

SÜDWIND 450 FU SÜDWIND 500 FVU SÜDWIND 590 FUS

SÜDWIND 460 EU SÜDWIND 500 FSK SÜDWIND 700 EU

SÜDWIND 500 EU SÜDWIND 580 EU SÜDWIND 750 UFK

SÜDWIND 500 FDK SÜDWIND 580 FSK

Family layout with 
especially spacious bath

Particularly large seating area 
and huge angled kitchen

Especially compact 
single bed layout

The flagship with up 
to 7 places to sleep
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Strong layouts for 
whirlwinds. The SÜDWIND 
generates travel excitement 
for everyone. Moreover, in 
the child friendly 500 FDK 
there is enough room for a 
family of four to spend the 
perfect vacation: a bunk bed 
in the rear helps, too.

SÜDWIND OVERVIEW

    

Layouts: 14

Total permissible weight: 1.300 - 2.000 kg

Perimeter of the awning: 872 - 1.174 cm

More information at  

www.knaus.com/suedwind 

3-7 4-9

257 cm

The window in the cabin door 

makes the interior even brighte
r 

and more liveableCat ’s eye tail lights 
with LED technology

from 640 to 944 cmfrom 232 to 250 cm



A breath of fresh air for family 
time. Anything goes – and anything is 
welcome. Drawing, playing, snacking, 
reading, clowning around and, of 
course, cuddling. Lisa and David enjoy 
it just as much as the kids did.



SÜDWIND 500 FDK
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SÜDWIND 500 FU

SÜDWIND 500 FSK

SÜDWIND 500 EU

24 "

“Me-time” for 

grown-ups }

1.  An LCD-TV to rotate and pivot.  

Wherever the installation position allows 

it, we will install al flexible TV mount so 

that you can watch TV from anywhere – 

from the seating area or even your bed. 

2.  ALDE Heating. An absolute must for 

wintertime campers. The optional ALDE 

warm water heater heats quickly and 

reliably, even when it’s frigid outside. 

 3.  Flexible dinette. This can be turned into a 

cosy guest bed in only a few easy steps.



SÜDWIND 500 FU
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW

420 QD Dinette

450 FU U-shaped seating group

460 EU U-shaped seating group

500 EU U-shaped seating group

500 FDK Dinette

500 FU U-shaped seating group

500 FVU U-shaped seating group

500 FSK Parlour seating group

580 EU U-shaped seating group

580 FSK Parlour seating group

580 QS Parlour seating group

590 FUS U-shaped seating group

700 EU U-shaped seating group

750 UFK  U-shaped seating group & 

L-shaped seating group

Thanks to the
 one-column lifting 

table, from every spot 
you’ ll enjoy 

the same amount of legro
om

Open corner cabinets expand 
the storage room offer

With its rear ventilat
ion 

slats, the extremely stable 

furniture in integra
l 

construction ensure
s a 

pleasant room atmosphere



COMPACT KITCHEN SÜDWIND 460 EU

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

420 QD Compact kitchen

450 FU Compact kitchen

460 EU Compact kitchen

500 EU Compact kitchen

500 FDK Compact kitchen

500 FU Galley kitchen

500 FVU Compact kitchen

500 FSK Compact kitchen

580 EU Compact kitchen

580 FSK Galley kitchen

580 QS Galley kitchen

590 FUS Angle kitchen

700 EU Galley kitchen

750 UFK Angle kitchen

Soft-close drawers with full-extension slide increase the operating and noise-level comfort

Elegant pearly white décor with cross-
hatching for a refined atmosphere



3LÄNGSKÜCHE SÜDWIND 500 FU

1 2
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ANGLED KITCHEN SÜDWIND 500 FU ANGLED KITCHEN SÜDWIND 500 FU

Your favourite food 
taste good anywhere. 
But while on holiday 
it tastes even better, 
especially when mum 
is doing the cooking. 
On the 3-flame cooker, 
there is enough space 
for family-sized portions.

1.  High quality 3-flame cooker. The 

premium cast-iron grate securely holds 

three pots and pans.

2.  Functional kitchen counter. The 

additional functional and storage 

space (optional) ensure the most well-

organised cooking evenings.

3.  Spacious galley kitchen. Beginning with 

a structural length of 500 cm, KNAUS 

SÜDWIND has the largest dimensioned 

galley kitchen with lots of countertop 

working surface.

GALLEY KITCHEN SÜDWIND 500 FU



143 cm

198 cm
153 cm

FRENCH BED SÜDWIND 500 FU

Soft head and side panel as well as a 

wall trim in leather ensure a noticeabl
y 

high-quality ambience.

 Single beds  Transversal bed

 Child’s bed

BED OVERVIEW

420 QD     3  
450 FU     4  
460 EU     4  
500 EU     4  
500 FDK     4  
500 FU     4  
500 FVU     4  
500 FSK     6   
580 EU     4  
580 FSK     4   

580 QS     5   
590 FUS     4  
700 EU     4  
750 UFK     2    

More information about our beds starting 
on Page 26; guest beds on Page 31.

 French bed

Find out why EvoPore cold-foam mattresses 

are so special starting at page 23



1 2

3

FRENCH BED SÜDWIND 500 FU

CHILD’S BED SÜDWIND 500 FSK

FRENCH BED SÜDWIND 500 FU

SINGLE BEDS SÜDWIND 460 EU
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1.  Functional kitchen beds. Secure 

sleep due to fall-out protection and 

more storage space through the fold-

up, lower bed.

2.  Numerous bed types. Of course, 

you can also select a SÜDWIND 

layout with extending single beds.

3.  High-quality disk-spring  frame. 

A feature from the luxury class: 

The optional point-elastic feather 

elements guarantee a wonderful 

night’s sleep.

Pull out slatted frame, place 
upholstery and presto – your 
comfortable double bed is finished.

A spot for dreamers. The beds are 
aligned in such a way that they are 
like small retreat. This way, one-half 
of the bed can finish their chapter, 
while the other half sleeps.



1 2SÜDWIND 460 EU SÜDWIND 500 FU

Children, what a 
bathroom. At the large 
washbasin, there is 
enough room for giving 
a lesson in shaving, 
for make-up tips and 
for a teeth-brushing 
competition.

1.  Bath variant single-bed layout. If 

you decide on a 6-metre structure, 

your bath will have a large washbasin 

with lots of storage space and a 

high-quality bench toilet.

2.  Spacious lower cabinet. 

Underneath the washbasin, you’ll 

also find additional storage space for 

towels, shampoo and lots more.



SÜDWIND 500 FU
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Comfortable to seat a
nd easy 

to clean: the ben
ch toilet

Bathroom variant 5

Bathroom variant 6

Bathroom variant 7

Bathroom variant 3

BATH OVERVIEW

More information regarding 
our bathrooms can be found  
on pages 32 - 33.
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STYLISH 
UPHOLSTERY & 
MATERIALS
Design the interior of your caravan in line with your taste with our 

varied upholstery and fabric options. Especially practical are out 

ACTIVE LINE upholsteries. They feature reliable stain protection 

whilst also being water and oil-repellent.

Tested for high level
 

of colour stability

Anti-allergic, breatha
ble 

and gentle to the s
kin.

Durable and easy to maintain



PEARL CREAM

FRESH MINT PETROL FUN ACTIVE ROCK*

OBSIDIAN TALOS

ACTIVE ROYALE*

ACTIVE ROCK*
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DESEO UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

SPORT&FUN UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

TRAVELINO UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

This is how colourful the SPORT&FUN was in Spain – see for yourself on Page 56

Style of upholstery depends on series.

 Series options  *ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)

Decorative cushions 
(optional) in six c

olour 

variants. More information on Page 111



ACTIVE ROYALE*

ACTIVE ROYALE*

ACTIVE ROCK*

ACTIVE ROCK*

ENERGY PULSE

BROWN EARTH LIME GREEN

SPORT UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

SÜDWIND SILVER SELECTION POLSTERVARIANTEN

Style of upholstery depends on series.

 Series options  *ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)



1. EARTH

2. STONE

3. PEACH

4. AQUA

5. AVOCADO

6. MAGNOLIA

3

6

1 4
2

5

HIGH-TECH UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS

ACTIVE LINE upholstery is water and oil-repellent, 
and extremely easy to maintain. Liquids do not 
immediately penetrate, and the overwhelming 
majority of stains can be easily removed with a 
damp cloth. 

 Anti-bacterial

 Stain protector

 Breathable

 Water and oil-repellent

 Easy to maintain

COZY HOME PACKAGES
NEW
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Beautify your caravan
 with two 

large (60x40 cm) and small 

(40x40 cm) pillows

With down filling

Matching table runner 
for the dinette

Also included: two exceptionally soft blankets



KNAUS IS 
INTERNATIONAL...
In over 30 countries. More than 200 brand partners. KNAUS is 

represented worldwide. This huge dealership network ensures 

a high level of customer satisfaction.

More information can be 

found at dealer.knaus.co
m

As well a
s i

n

Iceland

Japan

Australia

Taiwan

Finland

Norway

NetherlandsGreat Britain

Switzerland

Austria

Czech Republic

Hungary

Slovakia

Slovenia

Bulgaria

Romania

Greece

reland

Belgium

Luxembourg

Sweden

Spain
Portugal

Italy

France

Germany

Denmark

Poland

Russia

Turkey

China

South Korea



2017 TRAVELINO, Danish Camping Award 2017

2017 SPORT, readers’ choice  “Caravan of the 
year 2017”: 1st place

2017 SÜDWIND SILVER SELECTION, readers’ 
choice  “Caravan of the year 2017”: 2nd place

2017 TRAVELINO, Caravan van het jaar 2017 
in NL (KCK)

2017 STARCLASS 560,  
Practical Caravan “Tourer of the year Awards 
2017”: Best specialist tourer

2016 SPORT&FUN, The Caravan Club 
“Caravan Design Awards 2016”: Winner

2016 DESEO, Transport Plus Practical 
Caravan “Tourer of the year Awards 2016”: 
Best specialist tourer

2016 SPORT&FUN, “European Innovation 
Award 2016” Winner in the category target-
group focus

2016 SPORT&FUN, Caravan van het jaar 2016 
in NL (KCK)

2016 SPORT, readers’ choice “CARAVAN OF 
THE YEAR 2016”: 1st place

2016 EUROSTAR, readers’ choice “CARAVAN 
OF THE YEAR 2016”: 3rd place

2016 SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE, readers’ choice  
“Caravan of the year 2016”: 3rd place

2015 SPORT, readers’ choice  “Caravan of the 
year 2015”: 2nd place

2014 SPORT, readers’ choice  “Caravan of the 
year 2014”: 1st place

2014 EUROSTAR, readers’ choice  “Caravan of 
the year 2014”: 3rd place

2014 SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 FU,  
readers’ choice “Caravan of the year 2014” at 
the “Ferie for Alle” exhibition in Denmark.

2006 C’LINER 550 Q, red dot award

2006 C’LINER 550 Q, Caravanning Design 
Award: “Innovations for new mobility”

2005 Design award (DESEO)

... AND AWARD-
WINNING
KNAUS represents quality. We’re not 

the only ones who see it that way. 

Our numerous awards reaffirm what 

we do on a daily basis.
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AWARDS

Motivation and pr
ide in one: 

Our awards drive us fo
rward 

to continue prov
iding premium 

products and ser
vices



WE MAKE 
VACATION MOBILE

You’ll find lots of gre
at 

KNAUS fan shop articles 

in our online shop.

Visit our website, where you will find all of the relevant information about our vehicles.

Exciting arti
cles await 

you in the e
xclusive mein.

KNAUS customer magazine.

Our social media channels conta
in 

interesting articles
 and news and you can 

participate in ongo
ing discussions.

KNAUS FANSHOP

From practical rucksacks for the 
hiking tour to the teddy bear for 
your smallest passengers. Enjoy 
taking a look around. 

shop.knaus.com 

Are you already aware of our comprehensive brand world? From the 

exclusive mein.KNAUS Customer Magazine for club members, to great 

fan articles for your vacation, and interesting contributions on the Internet 

and on our social media channels: KNAUS is diversity.
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Adjust to 7 
different leve

ls

4 units per 
package

& WE’VE THOUGHT 
OF EVERYTHING

FRANKANA FREIKO

New in the product range at shop.knaus.com

1.  Saucepan set SKIPPER 8+1* 
Article No. 51 013 | € 69,90

2.  Geschirr-Set COSMIC, 12-teilig* 
Article No. 51 014 | € 37,90

3.  Henkelbecher 4er-Set, blau* 
Article No. 651/020 | € 19,90

4.  Campingtisch Linear 115 WPF * 
Article No. 51 012 | € 109,90

5.  Campingstuhl Kerry Phantom * 
Anthracite, Article No. 651/019 | € 89,90

6.  Fußauflage Kerry Phantom * 
Anthracite, Article No. 601/143 | € 33,90

* available from January 2018
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There are things that simply should not be missing from 
the campsite. Trust the KNAUS collection provided by our 
partner Frankana Freiko.



KNAUS TABBERT GMBH
Helmut-KNAUS-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

shop.knaus.com

Your KNAUS dealer is looking 
forward to meeting you!

Article N
o. R08115742-EN

At the time of printing (07/2017) information regarding the scope of delivery, dimensions and weights as well as the appearance are based on our current state 
of knowledge. We reserve the right to make amendments to equipment, technical data, the scope of delivery and prices. After contracts have been concluded, 
technical amendments to the structure are reserved provided that they are made due to technical progress and are reasonable for the customer. Minor changes 
in condition and in colour are also – even after conclusion of contracts – reserved provided that these could not be avoided due to the nature of the material, 
and that they are reasonable for the customer. Please note that some of the images contained in this catalogue may include alternative designs or optional 
extras and accessories that incur an extra cost. Colours may appear altered due to the printing process. Before purchasing a vehicle, please consult a suitable 
authorized dealer who can provide you with comprehensive information and advice about all the latest models. The decorations illustrated in the catalogue 
are not included in the scope of delivery. Please also consult the information contained in the current price list, particularly with regard to weights, vehicle load 
capacities and tolerances. May only be reproduced in whole or in part with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Errors and omissions excepted.

Become a part of the KNAUS Community 
and join in the discussion:
facebook.knaus.com

Our catalogues are
 available for bot

h partially integr
ated 

and integrated m
otorhomes as well as camper vans!




